the mOST EXTENSIVE
shutter range
In America

A NEW WAY OF
DOING BUSINESS

A NEW WAY OF BUSINESS

when it has to be right

We are here to support you; never to compete against
you. Our business is built on personal relationships with
our customers where trust and understanding allow us
to work together to grow your business.

Our account managers will work with you to find the
best solution for any installation. We take the time to
study every order becuase we want to make sure
that it is right for you and your customer.

Embracing modern technology, we are able to focus
on the person not the process. A state of the art
sreamlined system from ordering to delivery makes
dealing with The WIndow Outfitters simple.

SET YOURSELF APART
In a highly competitive market, we know its important
to have something different. Our extensive range and
infinite customizations mean you never say no to a job.

unique marketing support
The only shutter supplier in the world to partner with a
marketing agency decidated to the Window Furnishing Industry, Outlook Marketing. We have seen how
key the role of marketing is in our customer’s success
that we offset the cost.

MADE IN
AMERICA
BY CRAFTSMEN

There are many unmistakable characteristicss that
make America’s best shutter distinctively unique.
Hand-crafted quality refined over generations,
sustainable wood harvestry, and a 40 Acre facility
with state-of-the-art processes. You will never see
another shutter like it.

Expansive blade sizes up to 5.5”
Largest single panel expanse, up to 134”
Unique Double Clearview tilt rod provides the
industry’s tightest closure and light block.

sET YOUR
EXPECTATIONS
HIGHER

This premium wood shutter range is an intelligent
addition to any product line with consistant
quality and consistant lead times. An imported
range that raises itself above its counterparts with
its ability to accomplish out-of-the-box requests.
2-pack polyurethane paint provides the best finish in
the industry
Impressive 41 1/4” wide panels
Proprietary light block panels

style and
vista unite

A revolutionary approach that elevates the Venetian
to the class of wide-louvered hardwood shutters.
Openview Venetians have a truly unique framing
system that provides versatility with the aesthetic of a
shutter.
Bold slat sizes up to 5” with extraordinarily tight closure.
Unprecedented widths create an
impressive unobstructed view of 97.5%.
With no cords, it is the only venetian design in the world
endorsed by Parents for Window Blind Safety.

HIGHPROFILE ELITE
There are many unmistakable characteristics that make
America’s best shutter distinctively unique. Hand-crafted
quality refined over generations, sustainable wood
harvestry, and a 40 Acre facility with state-of-the-art
processes. You will never see another shutter like it.

Highprofile
This premium wood shutter range is an intelligent addition to any product line with consistant quality and
consistant lead times. An imported range that raises itself
above its counterparts with its ability to accomplish
out-of-the-box requests.

OPENVIEW VENETIANS
A revolutionary approach elevates the venetian to the
class of a hardwood shutter, while ensuring safety and
versatility. Featuring a unique cordless design, our new
Venetians provide parents with unprecedented peace
of mind and flexibility. Proudly endorsed by Parents for
Window Blind Safety.

contact us
Phone: +1 469 619 0892
Email: sales@thewindowoutfitters.com
Web: www.thewindowoutfitters.com

